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Abstract | Logic simulation is a crucial veri¯cation task in processor design.
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to complete processor models at system level [7]
the evaluation of complex test cases (representing
parts of boot processes, for instance) is very desirable. To cope with the tremendous amount of
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we allow complex partitioning algorithms regarding both component communication and workload
aspects.
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client-server architecture which allows the implementation of parallel partitioning algorithms on
message-passing basis.
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A local facility is a usual facility handled

by a slave simulator instance. The global facilities
serve to support the usual facilities on a master
simulator instance as if they were referenced on a
non-parallel simulator. In fact they are vectors of
parallel facilities and those are vectors containing
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Tab. 1. System simulation for an IBM S/390 processor model with TEXSIM / parallelTEXSIM
Test

Moreover, we have introduced communication
facilities to achieve fast access to data structures
which are involved in collective communication operations during parallel cycle simulation. These
data structures are related to cut signals which
arise from model partitioning. Cut signals are
made known to parallelTEXSIM via model-related
signal-cut lists (cf. Section II).
C.

Simulation Performance (cps)

Cases

1-way

4-way

8-way

12-way

pa013

7:60

22:46

30:43

34:67

PG060

7:75

22:42

31:76

35:78

vb010

7:70

23:71

33:47

38:93

IV.

Experimental Results

In the following, we present performance values
for parallelTEXSIM running on an IBM SP2 system (160 MHz Thin Nodes, 1 GByte RAM per
node, 97 MByte/s High Performance Switch) and
simulating a processor model of the IBM S/390
architecture containing 1 Processing Unit, 4 L2Caches, 8 Bus Switching Networks and 8 Storage Controllers. The model consists of about 2.7
million elements at RTL / GL. We have chosen
a representative set of test cases which are microcode sequences of di®erent size (pa013 : 294
cycles, PG060 : 7464 cycles, vb010 : 31466 cycles). Parallel simulations based on model partitions with 4, 8 and 12 components are considered
in comparison with corresponding sequential (1way) TEXSIM simulations (Tab. 1). Performance
is measured in cycles per second (cps).

Component Co-operation

Within parallelTEXSIM three types of collective
message-passing are distinguished based on the
components involved: "master and one slave",
"master and all slaves" and "all slaves". Processes using communication operations of the corresponding type are for instance facility referencing, creating an initial status protocol and simulating cycles in parallel.

CLOCK
GET

V.

Concluding Remarks

TRANSFER

We have presented parallelTEXSIM, a parallel logic
simulator running on loosely-coupled systems. It
essentially accelerates time consuming system simulation processes in the IBM S/390 processor development. Simulation performance strongly depends on preceding model partitioning. Our partitioning environment allows consideration of workload and inter-processor communication aspects
via parameterized partition valuation functions.
In future work we will use our experiences with
parallelTEXSIM for the parallelization of the IBM
Multivalue Simulator MVLSIM. We will concentrate on problems related to multiply referenced
sub-designs, dynamic load balancing in multiuser
environments and parallelization of user programs
controlling simulation.

PUT

Fig. 4 { Parallel clock-cycle implementation
The main function of parallelTEXSIM is the
realization of the parallel clock-cycle as shown
in Fig. 4. During CLOCK one cycle is simulated on all slave instances over the corresponding models without interaction. In the
GET step, these instances independently provide
model-related global output values within communication vectors. TRANSFER embodies a personalized all-to-all communication between the slave
instances. Thereby, communication vector components are transferred between instances according to their vector position. This results in new
model-related communication vectors. In the ¯nal PUT step, all slave instances (again independent of one another) update facilities based on the
corresponding communication vectors.
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